
Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Colleagues, good morning  
 

It gives me great pleasure to represent the Association of Arab 
Universities and to have this opportunity to speak to this 
distinguished audience.  
  
In light of the current health conditions which surprised the world 
at the beginning of 2020, and, the implications caused to all sectors 
of the global community, one of the most prominent sectors that 
was highly affected by COVID-19 Pandemic was the education 
sector in all its levels. As a result, nearly two billion students were 
affected worldwide, including 100 million Arab students. In light of 
this situation, educational institutions have taken many measures 
to confront the challenges imposed due to the epidemic, and strive 
to resume its activities even at minimum levels, and, hence, reduce 
the gap between the educational purpose of the academic year and 
the level of knowledge required to be achieved by the students.  
Early fromthe beginning of the pandemic, the Association of Arab 
Universities was keen to communicate with the Arab universities 
and conduct continuous dialogues to re-vitalize the educational 
process under such difficult circumstances, and to discuss the 
appropriate ways to face the challenges and difficulties faced by our 
universities.  
 

The Association held number of important scientific workshops 
focused on investing information technology, virtual digital 
platforms and online learning systems in the educational process, 
and orienting the participants on the leading experiences in the 
field of distance learning in the Arab and the world universities at 
the time of the Corona Pandemic, along with the mechanisms set 
for the academic certification approval.  
 

Recently, focus has been dedicated on the mechanisms of digital 
transformation and building flexible learning models which allow all 
parties of the educational process to achieve the desired goals of 
education in various disciplines and departments. For this reason, 
many university presidents and representatives were hosted in 
scientific meetings to present their experiences, challenges, and 
future visions about the university’s education. Hundreds of 



university professors and academics in their various scientific and 
administrative departments participated in these workshops. The 
General Secretariat of the association, in light of this, have 
presented two guides relating to the distance learning university 
education; one of them is the  Practical Guide For the Quality of 
Distance Learning Programs, and the second about the procedural 
guide for the process of remote examinations along with the 
indicators of its success.  
 

Furthermore, and within the framework of strengthening and 
documenting the cultural and scientific cooperation, the Association 
has concluded a set of partnership and cooperation agreements 
with many Arab and International academic parties for the purpose 
of exchanging experiences and organizing training courses so as to 
help in the capacity building of the Arab’s human capabilities, 
conducting joint research and technical studies, and exploring the 
available resources to establish joint projects and define their 
priorities.  
 

In addition to all these measures, the Association of Arab 
Universities is continuing its strategic projects in terms of 
establishing an Arab qualifications frame work, an Arab University 
Ranking,  upgrading the Arab magazines through the Arab journals 
platform which was established with Elsevier, and the Arab Impact 
Factor project to assess the quality of the Arab journals, along with 
the Quality Assurance Program in higher education in order to 
improve the outcomes of higher education and scientific research, 
as well as the Association's adoption of the Arab Tanal Project, 
which is the International Proficiency Certificate in the Arabic 
Language.  
 

In conclusion, I would like to extend my sincere thanks and 
appreciation to the organizers of this event ... and I do wish them 

more progress and success.  
 
 


